The Software Modernizers

New strategic partnership with Optimyth Software to
leverage Enterprise Software Analytics.

EasiRun is proud to announce a new strategic partnership with Optimyth Software to leverage their
solution for Enterprise Software Analytics, Kiuwan ESA, a SaaS solution for measuring and analyzing the
risk, security, technical debt and many other enterprise software relevant aspects of business-critical
applications.
The approach of Optimyth fits perfectly in EasiRun’s portfolio and will help improve application quality and
security as well as reduce costs and generate greater value for customers.
“Having EasiRun as a partner is very important for us to establish a strong footprint in the regions they
operate. Their long-time experience with migration and modernization of IT-Systems, their existing solution
set, the excellent relationships they foster with their customers and our state-of-the-art SaaS product
Kiuwan ESA, provides a winning combination of expertise and technology. Companies will have the ability
to define continuous software measurement and analysis processes to deliver high quality software
solutions. We are very proud of having them on board.” Jesús Martín, CEO at Optimyth Software.
Constantly changing market requirements, driven by digitization, DevOps and Cloud Computing associated
with rising complexity and reduced time-to-market demand business organizations find new solutions to
stay competitive. Due to its long-term relationship with existing customers, EasiRun understands their
requirements and the new partnership enables EasiRun to offer Kiuwan ESA as a value-added solution to
these customers as well as to future clients. “Optimyth with its long-time experience and expertise in this
environment is the perfect partner for us”, Donald Fitzgerald, Managing Director at EasiRun Europa states.
He further adds: “Kiuwan ESA will help EasiRun to offer a new line of services to govern complex
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application portfolios, improve productivity, reduce test and coding efforts as well as manage and control
external software providers based on objective information. These new services will round up our existing
portfolio placing EasiRun in a unique position.”.

About the companies
About Kiuwan ESA and Optimyth
Kiuwan is a brand of Optimyth Software launched in June 2013. Based on state-of-the-art technology, it is
the first real SaaS solution to get reliable enterprise software analytics from your applications to allow you
to make the best decisions for continuous improvement.
Kiuwan ESA is secure: users don’t have to share their code if they don’t want to. Kiuwan ESA is affordable:
users can start for free or analyze large applications for just a few euros a month; easy, all the power of the
Kiuwan enterprise software analytics at your fingertips; and fast, no installation nor configuration required,
users are up and running and can see results in minutes. More information available at
kiuwan.easirun.com.
About EasiRun
EasiRun is a European supplier of tools for software development modernization. With expertise in the
areas of Mainframe, Java, .NET and COBOL (Linux, UNIX, Windows) the company focuses on Eclipse IDEs,
COBOL cross-compilers, data management and web browser solutions. These solutions are relevant to very
specific niches, enabling complex IT modernization and minimizing technical debt situations. Developed to
ensure the sustainability and reusability of legacy applications, the project-proven modern tools
implemented by EasiRun aim to make IT landscapes independent and cost-effective. The wide range of
consulting services covers the entire spectrum of the modernization of applications and application
development. For more information on EasiRun please visit www.easirun.com.
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